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PROSPECTS FOR USING METALS AS PROPELLANT IN STATIONARY
PLASMA ENGINES OF HALL-TYPE

V.G.Gnedenko, V.A.Petrosov, A.V.Trofimov

One of the actual current problems is to increase the payload

mass in the working orbit, for example, in the Earth-Stationary

Orbit (ESO), particularly, for meeting the needs of communication

through the space medium.

The evolutionary growth of energy capacities of traditionally

Russian means of placing the Rocket Carrier "Proton" (RC) and

accelerating block (AB) "DM" on the ESO orbit nearly reached its

maximum.

The further increase in the payload mass became laboursome and

expensive. This is the reason of the tendency to search for

unconventional ways of solving this problem. One of the direction in

which the search proceeds is connected with application of

electroreactive thrusters (ERT). Placing into the orbit can be

accomplished by the increase in specific jet pulse (up to

15 - 20) x 103 m/s. The increase in the playload mass of the space

vehicle (SV) leads to longer time of placing into the orbit.

The ERT has been successfully used in the satellites, for

example, "Meteor" for more than 20 years (1]. The experience gained

removed all doubts concerning the ERT use in the space.

It can be shown that the flight of the SV to the orbit

(particularly, ESO) in two phases: first, delivery from the Earth to

lower near-earth orbit by the liquid reactive thruster (LRT), and

then from this orbit to the ESO by the two-stage schemeis

energetically beneficial. At the first stage the preliminary

acceleration from the low starting orbit to the intermediate one by

means of a chemical rocket is accomplished. At the second stage the

acceleration is reached due to small thrust of the ERT using a 100

kV solar or nuclear plant (SEP or NEP). The most cost-efficient

flight is realized for a year, in the mode of multipulse additional
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acceleration near the apocenter of the elliptical osculating orbit

at the specific pulse E. - 2000s. For example, using this flight

scheme for 1.0-1.5 years with RC "Proton", AB on 02 - 1 and a 10-15 I
kW SEP a payload mass of 5.8-6.4t will be delivered into the orbit.

For this purpose a thrust of 0.5 kg is needed at the second stage.

It can be provided, for example, by a bundle of 5 thrust's SPT

moduli of M 200 and M 290 types (figures 200 and 290 show the

diameter of the external insulator of the accelerating channel,

working powers 20-30 kW). One 1290 model, for example, provides 100

g thrust at Xe consumption of 35 mg/s (Mode: U, = 550V, Jp = 40a, N = i
22 kW). For a year of continuous operation of five M 290 thrusters

5.4 t of Xe is needed. According to the data of 1995 the price of 1

m3 Xe is higher than 1000 US dollars. Taking into account the limited

Xe reserves on the Earth a rapid increase of the Xe price should be

expected. Among the disadvantages of this model is also the weight

of the Xe storage system on board of the space vehicle, being a

significant part of the weight of the whole thrusting plant. This

makes one think about transition to other propellants in particular,

metals).

Why did the question arise about transition from the gaseous

propellants to metallic vapor in the SPT? First, the main cause is

low potentials of ionization 4 of metals. At the same difference of

applied potentials the ion with lower q. in the discharge will

receive a greater part of this difference and, hence, its energy

will be higher

where Uo is the anode potential, q is the ion mass; second, in the

work with metals the weight of the storage tanks will be much lower

(parasitic weight); third, the storage coefficient for metals is

significantly higher; the propellant can be stored on board of the

SV in parts in the form of powders, wires, liquid, etc.; fourth, in

long-term flights the use of spent rocket complexes ("debris") can

be in principle used; fifth, as in the accelerator operation the

walls of the accelerator channel are worn out, then, adding 0 , N or

any other gas (CH4 etc.) into the channel in the mode of weak

discharge burning the wall's thickness can be restored (by
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deposition).

The table lists some physical and chemical characteristics of the

propellants, many of which have been tested in the experiments with

SPT. The fact that metals represent condensing propellants

facilitates significantly the bench tests of thrusters even at

powers of 100 kW in spite of some technical difficulties. Therefore

the stationary earth thrusters of Hall-type (SEHT) performing at the

metallic propellant may prove to be very attractive in the problems

with a high total pulse (thousands of TC).

The SPT models using metal vapors have been already constructed

(2], [3], [4], but their best characteristics have not been reached,

first, because of the reduction in the funds for as if "not actual"

problems; second, because of the lack of demand, but first of all

because of the existing prejudices against the use of the metallic

propellants in the space for fear of dusting the rocket components

located in its outer surface. However this fear is rather of

hypothetical, speculative nature. As it is known deposition of Cs

was not observed on board of the SV emitting vapors for

radiotechnical screening of the object.

Neither Cd nor Mg deposition inside the accelerating channel was

observed in the work with these metals. Moreover, in some cases the

use can be made of the method for electrostatic protection of the

rocket airframe and of all its metallic elements against the ion

component.

The flow of condensates can be reduced by placing SPT at a long

distance from the rocket airframe onto the extended shaft. In the

vacuum chamber where the experiments with the metallic propellant

were conducted, a screen was installed near the thruster to cover

the chamber's cross section. This permitted all elements of the

accelerator (inputs, coil etc.) to be protected against the dust.

Therefore, the protection against deposition is not a complication

but a technical problem.

The transition to other propellants has been almost decided.

At what state were the studies of accelerators, in particular SPT

using the metallic propellants when they were stopped in the mid-

70s? Although the first metal used as the propellant was Mg, the

first publication was devoted to performance of SPT using Cd vapor
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[2]. The scheme of an accelerator using the metal vapor is shown in

Fig. Unlike the later models the magnetic poles had a width of 40

mm. The discharge through Cd has a stable character. The channel

dimensions were the following: outer and inner diameters - 180 mm

and 9 mm, respectively; channel length varied within the range 50-

100 mm. The average energy was 2/3 eUp (Up is the discharge voltage).

The thrust efficiency was 30-35%. The rather low efficiency is

accounted for by nonmonotonic ion current flow inside the channel.

In the late 70s model "P-2" (100 o.d., 10 i.d) was tested.

The main results of the P-2 performance using Mg and Cd vapors

was presented at the Soviet-German Conference on ERT (Moscow, 1993)

[5]. Figure presents some measurements and calculations. It is shown

that the best thrust efficiency, > 50%, was obtained using Mg, while

the same model used with Xe had an efficiency higher than 60%. It

should be noted that this model worked without overhaul (using

alternately Xe and Mg (Cd), showing each time the results for only

one of the propellants.

This means that optimization has not been completed yet. The

models of different propellants will differ, and, as seems, no

absolute design for all propellants exists.

There is a wide enough choice of the propellants and, generally

speaking, not only metals can be used for this purpose. The authors

do not doubt that the thrusters using condensing propellants with

the parameters exceeding those of the Xe-thrusters would be

developed. Joint efforts of the specialists from different countries

would permit the funds and time to be significantly reduced.
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